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Reviews

These types of publication is the greatest publication available. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.

-- Prof. Lenna Beatty III

Complete information! Its such a excellent study. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this publication to find out.

-- Geovanny Grimes
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ELEMENT: WATER

- Visit the beach, a lake, a river, a waterfall
- Take hot bubble baths, or long showers, or enjoy a hot tub
- Pay attention to your need for liquid and how it feels going into your body
- Pay attention to your water rituals like bathing, making coffee, watering your plants.
- Swim or take an aqua-aerobics class.


Using the ancient Hindu sevenfold chakra system but updated for contemporary New Agers, this self-help manual sees the chakras as dealing with seven essential rights—to have, feel, act, love and be loved, speak and hear the truth, see, and know. The authors, both clinical psychologists, provide a self-help manual of personal mind-body spirit growth and integration based upon their chakra workshops. It's topic are the chakras, the seven energy centers of the human body. After an introductory chapter, it devotes a chapter to each chakra in depth. Unlike so many other books about chakras, though, this book does NOT just talk & talk & talk about them. Talk feeds the head, and the chakras are about whole-body experience: being able to give a precise verbal definition of the third chakra is NOT at all the same as having a healthy third chakra!

I am early in my journey of learning about the Chakras and was so excited to see so many ways to learn through this book. It is bigger than I expected and I love that it covers so much information in so many ways. Read more.